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August | 2019

Azul Enters Rio-São Paulo Air Shuttle Service with 34
Daily Flights
São Paulo, August 12, 2019 – Azul S.A., “Azul”, (B3: AZUL4, NYSE: AZUL), the largest airline in Brazil by
number of cities served and flight departures, announces that the Company will begin operating the Rio-São
Paulo shuttle service on August 29. Tickets are available starting today on all of the Company’s sales channels.
Azul will fly 34 daily operations between the airports of Congonhas in São Paulo, and Santos Dumont in Rio de
Janeiro, bringing more competition to the largest domestic market in Brazil and fourth largest in the world.
“We are very excited about the opportunity to offer the Azul Experience on flights between Rio and downtown
São Paulo, adding to this market, our unique products such as live TV, free drinks and free snacks. We hope
that this is just the first step in our expansion at the Congonhas airport. We look forward to be able to add even
more routes and destinations in the future”, says John Rodgerson, Azul’s CEO.

About Azul
Azul S.A. (B3: AZUL4, NYSE: AZUL), the largest airline in Brazil by number of flight departures and cities served,
offers 870 daily flights to 114 destinations. With an operating fleet of 130 aircraft and more than 11,000
crewmembers, the Company has a network of 220 non-stop routes as of June 30, 2019. In 2019, Azul was
awarded best airline in Latin America by TripAdvisor Travelers’ Choice and also best regional carrier in South
America for the ninth consecutive time by Skytrax. In 2018, the Company was elected best airline by Kayak’s
Flight Hacker Guide. Azul also ranked as most on-time airline in Brazil in 2018 according to FlightStats. For
more information visit www.voeazul.com.br/ir.
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